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Motivation
• Taxi phase in the Aviation Environmental Design Tool
(AEDT) is currently modeled using default or user-specified
taxi times, coupled with engine idle fuel and emissions
assumptions from ICAO Aircraft Engine Emissions
Databank
• These assumptions reduce the accuracy of the taxi
performance modeling
• For some applications, higher fidelity surface modeling
approaches may be needed
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Objectives
• Identify needs and evaluate methods for improving taxi
performance modeling in AEDT in order to better reflect
actual operations
• Develop and validate enhanced taxi models by
combining ASDE-X surface track data with statistical
models of engine performance (using Flight Data
Recorder information)
• Make recommendations for enhancements to AEDT
Aircraft Performance Module (APM) based on
knowledge gained
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Approach
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Schedule and Status
• Assess AEDT aircraft surface
performance modeling needs

[Sept.-Nov. 2016]

• Develop enhanced aircraft surface
performance models

[Oct. 2016-present]

• Validate enhanced aircraft surface
performance models

[Jan. 2017-present]

• Recommend AEDT APM enhancements [~Aug. 2017]
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Recent Accomplishments [1]
• Assessment of AEDT surface APM modeling needs

– Synthesis of findings from AEDT documentation, ACRP studies
02-45 and 02-27, and stakeholder input

• Airport average taxi-time is either default (7 min taxi-in/ 19 min taxi-out)
or airport-specific for 75 airports
– Default taxi database is outdated
– Analysis in ACRP 02-45 suggests 16 min for taxi-out/ 7 min for taxi-in
– Airport specific taxi-time estimates off by 4-50% [recent ASPM data]

• Taxiway network model of airport; taxi-path for each flight

– Taxi-time based on taxi-path length and speed (AEDT default: 15 knots)
» ACRP report suggests ~13 knots
– Taxi-in time is considered to be unimpeded; taxi-out time includes a queuing
delay at the runway. Queuing delay is sum of runway occupancy times of
aircraft already in the queue
» Queues are assumed only at the runway; effects of acceleration not
included
» Deterministic runway occupancy times. Variation by aircraft type/
weather condition not known

• No surface-specific regression model for fuel flow rates
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Recent Accomplishments [2]
• Assessment of AEDT surface APM modeling needs
• Identified needs:
– Models that are representative of a wide range of taxi
conditions, aircraft types, airports, airlines, and weather
conditions
– Identify key locations and events at major airports (e.g.,
non-movement area, taxiway intersections, spot and
departure runway queues, runway crossings, etc.)
– Need to model operational variability
• Assess uncertainty associated with fuel burn estimates
• Evaluate sensitivity to various factors (e.g., takeoff mass,
ambient conditions)

– Need data-driven validation of models
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Recent Accomplishments [3]
• Surface APM model enhancements

– In order to determine the “full” fuel burn
profile, need to consider both the preASDE-X (frequently the non-movement
area) portion and the ASDE-X portion of
surface operations
– The pre-ASDE-X portion may include
engine start and ramp area movements
– Can vary by airport; needs
characterization by airport
– For the ASDE-X portion, prior work
suggests that the taxi time and number
of acceleration events are significant
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Recent Accomplishments [4]
• Initial identification of Non-Movement Area (NMA) & “preASDE-X” area (PAXA) for US airports in FDR data sets of
European carrier (BOS, JFK, EWR, MIA, ORD, LAX)
– Determine NMA (based on airport markings) & PAXA (based on
ASDE-X data analysis) polygons for each of the US airports
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Recent Accomplishments [5]
• Determining PAXA regions
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Recent Accomplishments [6]
• Smoothing/filtering algorithms for FDR and ASDE-X data

– Need to “match” events (e.g., turns and accelerations)
– Resolution and noise characteristics vary between datasets
– Infer ground truth data (equivalent tracks) for algorithm validation
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Summary
• Development and validation of enhancements to AEDT
surface APM
• Next steps

– Model range of taxi conditions, aircraft types, airports, airlines, and
weather conditions
– Analyze ASDE-X data from major airports to identify key locations
and events (e.g., non-movement area, taxiway intersections, spot
and departure runway queues, runway crossings, etc.)
– Model operational variability and evaluate sensitivity
– Develop and validate models by synthesizing data from

• 2006 FDR (European carrier)
• 2016 FDR (European carrier, including 123 arrivals and 368 departures
at six US airports)
• Aggregate (i.e., total over taxi phase) fuel use data from A4A
• 2016 ASDE-X data
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